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ABSTRACT

We designed a videochat experience where one participant
can experience a remote environment from a 360° camera.
This allows the remote user to view and explore the
environment without necessitating interaction from the local
participant. We designed and conducted an observational
study to understand the experience, and the challenges that
people might encounter. In a study with 32 participants (16
pairs), we found that remote participants could actively
participate in the experience with the environment in ways
that are not possible with current mobile video chat.
However, we also found that participants had challenges in
communicating location and orientation information because
many of common communication resources we rely on in
collocated chat are not available. Based on these findings, we
discuss how future mobile video chat systems need to
balance immersion with interaction ease.
Author Keywords
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ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and headmounted displays present new opportunities for sharing
experiences and communicating with others through mobile
video chat (e.g. [5,38,24,16]). They are now being used to
share experiences such as treasure hunts [38], activities such
as walks [46] or bike rides [35], and as tools for supporting
ad hoc assistance such as repair (e.g. [12,18,9]). Researchers
have also explored novel camera and devices for sharing
activities with others [24,28,16,21,22].
The problem with conventional mobile video chat tools is
that the remote participant has little autonomy over the video
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Figure 1. The 360° camera (atop a monopod affixed to a
backpack) streams 360° video (left) to a tablet (right).

scene—their view is strictly controlled by the other
participant in the chat. This creates asymmetries in how the
two participants can view and explore the environment:
namely, the remote participant’s access to the environment
is mediated by the local participant (i.e. they can only see
what the local participant points the camera at) [20]. While
the remote participant is at a noted disadvantage, in addition
to participating in the video chat, the local participant is now
also responsible with performing camerawork: framing
subjects or objects in the video stream, providing effective
overviews, and steady camerawork [20,30].
Researchers have tried to address this asymmetry through
novel hardware and software. For example, several
researchers have explored novel hardware configurations of
cameras such as head-mounted (or similar) approaches (e.g.
[18,24]), telepresence robots [39], and even drones [19].
Other researchers rely on different types of form of scene
reconstruction (e.g. using depth cameras), thereby allowing
the remote participant to independently control his/her view
into cached portions of the scene (e.g. [12,21]).
In this paper, we study the use of a fixed, streaming 360°
camera on a monopod (affixed to a backpack carried by the
local participation), where the video is streamed to the
remote participant. This prototype gives the remote
participant the freedom to visually explore the environment
independently of the local user, while giving the remote
participant a view of the local user’s hands and head
orientation. We were focused on three research questions:
• What new opportunities does a 360° video chat present
over a standard mobile video chat?

• How do remote participants explore the environment, and
contribute to collaboration with a 360° video chat?
• How do collaboration challenges manifest themselves with
a 360° video chat?
To address these questions, we designed a study to simulate
a guided tour (e.g. a remote tour of a factory), where
participants would explore a part of our university campus
together. We see this scenario as a common future scenario,
where remote participants will need to rely on the local
participants to guide them around or use 360° video panning
feature to explore the environment (e.g. remote assistance).
16 pairs of participants used our prototype to perform a photo
walk tour, where the remote participant directed the local
participant to take photos of certain landmarks at specific
angles. Our findings show that the prototype gave remote
participants agency in the interaction: they could
comfortably and confidently explore the environment
independently, enough so that they could assist the other
participant in visual search tasks. On the other hand, because
participants could not easily understand what the other could
see in the environment, we observed small communication
break-downs between pairs. Thus, some of the benefits of
having independent views for collaboration were offset by
the absence of gaze awareness between collaborators.
We make four contributions in this paper: first, we contribute
the one of the first studies exploring the impact of view
independence in 360° video chat; second, we describe
findings from our study that outline opportunities for
distributing collaboration with this approach; third, we
identify challenges that arise from the view independence
afforded by this configuration, and finally, we provide
concrete design guidance by outlining how opportunities to
address these challenges in future 360° video chat designs.
RELATED WORK

Video media space research has long focused on bridging the
gap between fixed, remote spaces (e.g. [13]). More recent
efforts explore how video chat from mobile devices can
connect people with others in remote environments, rather
than fixed spaces (e.g. [30,20,16,24]). As it turns out, many
communicative challenges that researchers are encountering
with mobile video chat prototypes are reminiscent of
challenges encountered decades ago: the problem of joint
reference and fractured ecologies. We outline these problems
to contextualize our work.
Mobile Video Chat

Mobile video chat relies on sophisticated devices with
cameras and a sufficiently sized screen running atop a high
speed network. Smartphones and tablets now provide these
capabilities, and it is these platforms that have given rise to
an entirely new class of video chat behavior [5]. Prior to this,
video chat activities were restricted to where computers or
laptops could be plugged in and used, but mobility has
enabled behavior that includes: giving video tours
[5,30,20,8], asking for help and assistance (e.g. with cooking

or repair) [5,20,18,9], and sharing experiences such as
sporting events or outdoor activities [16,46,24,38].
These kinds of experiences are fundamentally different from
the fixed environments that were common in traditional
video media spaces, because they involve camera
movement—in part by the person carrying the camera who
is moving in the environment, but also camera movement to
show some aspect of the scene. Many explorations have
explored how commodity cameras can be used to support
video chat (e.g. [38,20,30]), and a common theme arising
from these explorations is the challenge of camera work—
the mechanics of actually capturing and framing subjects and
objects of interest to be shared in the video chat [20,30].
Asymmetries of control and participation. Conventional
mobile video chat creates asymmetries of control, and
consequently participation (e.g. [20,38]). The user with the
camera controls the remote user’s view of the environment,
meaning that the remote user cannot independently explore
and understand the environment. In at least one study [20],
we have seen that it impacts collaboration by stifling the
remote user’s participation: constantly needing to ask the
camera to be turned is socially awkward. Consequently,
remote users have limited ability to control the flow of
conversation or what is seen in the view.
Several prototypes have tried to address this problem by
obviating camera control altogether—either by fixing the
camera to a static location (e.g. [28,16]) or to the person in
the scene (e.g. [28,24]), or by giving some control to the
remote participant ([19,21]). More recent approaches have
been designed to explicitly allow the remote participant to
engage and experience the scene independently of the local
participant. For example, PanoVC captures a remote scene
as a cylindrical capture from a mobile phone, and allows a
remote participant to explore the scene independently of the
local participant [33]. However, the remote user still has to
rely on the local user to start capturing a panoramic view of
the scene and keeping it updated.
Similar to the present work, the JackIn projects [21,22,23,34]
explore scenarios that push the boundaries of this, where the
local participant wears a 360° camera (one that captures all
the way around oneself), and the remote participant can
explore the scene as it is captured from the local participant.
In these prototypes, the remote participant wears a head
mounted display to gain fully immersive experience (i.e. they
can look around, but in the remote space). We build these
findings in three ways: first, we explore a larger interaction
space (i.e. several buildings) to mimic a remote tour; second,
we carefully consider the sub-task of conveying perspective
(i.e. “Look at this,”), which is the point of a remote tour, and
finally, we use a tablet for viewing the remote space (rather
than an HMD).
Yet, even with these prototypes, a central issue remains: the
remote user is not actually there—this is a one-way illusion.
What new challenges arise because of this asymmetry?

Figure 2. The left illustrates the entirety of the 360° capture. The remote user can see a small portion of the view (that can be
panned). From where the camera was affixed, it is possible to see which direction the local user is looking, and their hands.
Fractured Ecologies & Challenges of Joint Reference

Video media spaces bridge spaces with audio-video
connections, but because people are not physical present in
the remote space, communication about objects across the
video boundary is challenging. Luff et al. [31] call this the
problem of “fractured ecologies”, where the ecology of
resources available to facilitate communication (including
people’s physical bodies—their orientation, their heads, their
eye gaze, their limbs, and the environment—containing
objects), which support people’s speech acts, are inconsistent
between participants. For example, deictic references—the
ability to point at an object and say, “Look at this,”—rely on
several aspects of this ecology: the partner must be able to
see one’s body, one’s head orientation (likely pointed at the
object), one’s finger and gesture, and finally at the object
itself. Being able to understand the ecology and the
environment allows people to make these joint references,
and in so doing, to help create common ground for
conversation. This common ground is crucial if people are to
interact with one another. In a conventional video chat
system, several communication resources are not present:
when a remote partner looks away from the camera, it is
difficult to determine what s/he is looking at or why;
similarly, when a s/he points at the laptop screen through a
video chat, it is difficult to know what is being referenced.
For example, knowing what others are looking at helps to
resolve shared tasks [6]. Although people generate
workarounds by referring specifically to objects rather than
using deictic references [7], these are cumbersome and can
distract from the collaboration, and many efforts have gone
into designing tools to address these challenges.
Some solutions rely on providing good overviews of the
work surface [31,33,10], or fusing the work surface with
people’s bodies in such a way to facilitate gestures (e.g.
[44,17,27,44]). Another class of prototypes address this
problem by providing means to annotate the video stream
[11,9,25,26], or a model of the scene [12,21,40]. While many
of these approaches are one-way (i.e. one person draws for
another), some systems provide a two-way mechanism to
convey gestural and annotation information (e.g. [26,21,3]).

Our work builds on this rich lineage of research by exploring
how these types of problems occur with a 360° camera.
Because the remote participant has a (very) wide-angle
camera access to the environment, we were uncertain how
these challenges would manifest.
360° VIDEO CAMERA PROTOTYPE

We designed a 360° streaming prototype that gives the local
participant complete freedom with his/her arms. As
illustrated in Figure 1, we affixed a 360° camera to the top of
a monopod, and secured it to a backpack. The view from the
camera is thus a “third person perspective” of the local user.
The remote user views the 360° feed through a tablet
application. Figure 2 illustrates what is visible in a captured
scene, and the application allows a user to drag the view to
see different parts of the scene. The video streams using a
proprietary UDP-based prototcol. While participants
experienced variable video latency (1~5s), this issue could
be resolved by explicitly resynchronizing the video (through
the tablet UI). We used a phone connection for audio, with
only the negligible latency of the cell network.
We arrived at this “above the backpack” view based on
earlier prototypes where the monopods were held, but found
the weight of the camera too heavy. In contrast, the backpack
frees the local user’s hands for activities and for gesturing.
The view is also somewhat different from the approach of
[34], where the view comes around eye-level. A nice
consequence of our prototype is that remote users can see
their partner’s heads and hands, revealing not only which
direction the local participant’s head was facing, but also
what they were doing with their hands.
STUDY

We designed a study where pairs of participants used our
360° mobile video chat prototype: the local participant
wearing our 360° prototype, and the remote participant
viewing the video stream through a tablet and connected via
a phone call. Together, they completed a photo walk tour,
where the remote participant directed the local participant to
landmarks to take camera photos from specific angles. The
remote participant was also given ad hoc tasks, where s/he
was to report on characteristics of the environment.

Figure 3. Five Landmarks (across) each had different characteristics. Across the top are the reference images. The bottom row
are photos taken by Group 8.

Our study simulated the experience of going on a “remote
tour” (e.g. touring a remote factory, or taking a tour of
campus) [5,46,8]. Here we would expect the remote user to
occasionally ask about or talk about something in the
environment that they can see. To do this, the remote
participant would direct the local user’s attention to specific
things in the environment (perhaps only visible from certain
angles). We mimicked this type of interaction using the
photo walk tour, where the remote user directs the local user
to take photos of landmarks from specific perspectives. We
were interested in the interaction between pairs as they
completed these tasks.
We similarly expect that in remote tour scenarios, remote
users will occasionally spontaneously see something in the
environment (e.g. [24]). We mimicked these situations using
“ad hoc tasks,” where remote participants had to answer
questions about aspects of the immediate visual
environment. These questions were asked at contextually
appropriate times, but participants did not know about them
a priori. We were interested in whether remote participants
would complete these visual tasks independently (i.e.
without support from the local participants).
Photo Walk Tour

The local participant takes photos of landmarks using a
phone camera, directed by the remote participant (who views
the environment via a streaming 360° camera connection).
The remote participant is given reference photos for each
landmark (Figure 3, top row), and a map of the environment
(~5 minute walk end to end) that outlined where each photo
should be taken.
Landmarks and Reference Images. We chose five different
landmarks for the photo walk task (Figure 3). At each of
these, we created a target image where the participants were
to copy the image—not only of the landmark, but also of the
perspective of the photo.

We designed the landmarks and target photos to vary on a
several dimensions (landmark characteristics, context
characteristics, and target photo characteristics). Examples
of the characteristics we varied include: landmark
characteristics (how easy is it to describe the landmark:
abstract vs concrete; 2D vs 3D; above eye-level vs eye-level);
context characteristics (visibility along walking path—e.g. in
front vs. to the left/right; visual milieu—i.e. is the object
alone or amongst a group), and target photo characteristics
(standing height vs squatting height; orientation—e.g.
straight ahead vs pointing upwards; whole vs part; portrait vs
landscape). For example: Landmark 1 is a distinctive wood
sculpture at the corner of a hallway, plainly visible from eyelevel. Landmark 2 is also visible from the hallway, though
above eye-level; the photo is taken at an oblique angle and
captures only a subset of the photo frames. In contrast, both
Landmarks 4 and 5 are landmarks that are not visible from
the main walking path (they require taking a “button-hook”
turn), and whereas Landmark 3 is abstract and difficult to
describe, Landmark 5 is easier, but among a series of similar
paintings.
Ad hoc Tasks

During the photo walk tour, we occasionally asked the
remote participant about the environment (e.g. “How many
people are sitting in the study area?”). Participants were not
told in advance when these would happen, and needed to
respond in the moment by visually inspecting the scene. We
gave two such tasks—one near Landmark 3 and one near
Landmark 5.
Participants

We recruited 16 pairs of participants (32 participants total;
17 female) based on ads placed around our university.
Participants’ age ranged from 16 to 30 (median: 23.5).
Within each pair, participants knew each other and only one
participant was familiar with campus. However, our
university is a public institution, so many of these

participants would have visited campus before but not be
familiar with landmarks on campus. 29 participants reported
having seen a 360° video before, and 11 participants had tour
guide experience (e.g. as a volunteer).
Procedure

Participants were briefed on the tour-based theme of the
videochat study. Participants then watched 360° videos from
a tablet so they could understand what the experience would
be like from the remote participants’ perspective. Once they
were familiar with the interface, one participant was outfitted
with the 360° video camera prototype.
The participants were separated, and instructed to go for a
short guided tour to familiarize themselves with the interface
and experience. In all cases, this lasted no more than 5
minutes. At this point, the local participant was led to the
“start point” for the Photo Walk. Once participants had
completed the photo walk (along with the two ad hoc tasks),
they were brought back to our lab to be debriefed. They each
filled in a questionnaire about their experience separately,
and were remunerated for their time.
Data and Analysis

It was pretty great guiding around my friend using a 360° camera
so I could see what he was seeing while he walked around. [G2remote]
It was quite easy to find my way when connected with the tour
guide, and it felt more independent […] since I could go at my
own pace and look at interesting things. It was like having a real
life tour without the tour guide with me in person. [G2-local]
Locations and Photos

Participants found every landmark. As expected they had
more difficulty navigating to Landmarks 3, 4, and 5 because
these were not plainly visible from the walking path. When
the landmark was more abstract (Landmark 4), remote
participants had a harder time describing it. As illustrated in
Figure 3, capturing the photo from the correct
perspective/angle was challenging: for remote participants, it
was difficult to articulate unambiguously the desired
orientation of the photo. This difficulty was echoed in
participants’ reactions to this aspect of the task:
I wasn’t sure how to orient the camera or where to focus the
camera because sometimes descriptions were vague [G1-local]
It was difficult to know exactly the angle of the picture [G3-local]

Each participant was accompanied by an experimenter at all
times. We collected field notes from both the perspective of
the local and remote participants, and participants’ responses
from pre- and post-study questionnaires. The post-study
questions were mostly qualitative and open-ended which
gave us insight about participants’ experience. For example,
we asked about how participants would redesign the system
and what aspects of the task they found difficult, and so forth.
The remote participant was video recorded so we could hear
both sides of the conversation.

Remote participants seemed frustrated at times when trying
to describe these angles to their local partners:

We performed a thematic analysis on the data, where we
iteratively identified salient aspects of the experience from
both participants. Our goal was to understand the overall
experience from each participant’s perspective, and the
challenges participants encountered when communicating
with one another. These experiences were iteratively
grouped together into provisional themes, where the themes
changed through our data collection process.

Remote participants could not anticipate when the ad hoc
tasks would occur, nor what the content of these tasks would
be (e.g. “Are there any vending machines nearby? If so, how
many dispense only snacks?”). In a conventional mobile
video chat scenario (e.g. Skype or FaceTime on a mobile
phone where the local participant holds the mobile device
[20]), a remote participant cannot answer such a question
alone: s/he would not be able to see, and would need to either
ask the local participant to turn the camera, or to answer the
question.

RESULTS & FINDINGS

All participant pairs completed the main photo walk task
within 20-40 minutes. The prototype failed temporarily
(WiFi connectivity) for two participant groups; in both these
cases, the study needed to be interrupted for about five
minutes to restart the connection, after which the group
continued on. Figure 3 illustrates a selected summary of the
images taken by participants (the complete set of images
taken by participants can be viewed at [43]).
Participants enjoyed the study, and the experience that the
360° videochat prototype provided. This was reflected both
in the way in which pairs interacted with one another during
the study (i.e. frequently laughing and joking around about
what could be seen in the local environment), and by their
post-study comments in the questionnaire:

Describing the angles was particularly challenging as even though
my partner explained very carefully, there was still a lot of
ambiguity as to how exactly the picture should’ve been taken.
[G4-remote]

Nevertheless, participant pairs did complete these tasks, and
we revisit both the communicative strategies they developed,
and the challenges they encountered later in this paper.
Ad hoc Tasks

In total, we captured 32 instances of these ad hoc tasks (two
per pair). Of these, the remote participant completed 23 by
themselves (i.e. without involving the local participant). This
result suggests that participants felt comfortable and
confident enough in the 360° camera view to complete the
tasks themselves. In 5 instances, the remote participant
relayed the task to the local participant to complete (i.e. much
like in a conventional mobile video chat situation). Finally,
in 4 cases, the remote participant completed the task with
some assistance from the local participant—e.g. to confirm
the result, or to move to a particular location with a better
view. Kasahara & Rekimoto [21] describe this behavior as
“Ghost” behavior, where the remote participants can see and

hear everything that is happening in the local environment,
but cannot actually affect anything in the environment (aside
from telling the local participant to move). Participants
echoed how awkward it felt:
It is a strange feeling as if I am present [in] a certain area, but have
no control/ability to engage with what I am seeing in front of me.
[G10-remote]
Opportunities with 360° Chat

The 360° view provides a comparatively far larger field of
view than a typical mobile phone camera [20,30]. Remote
participants took advantage of the 360° view provided by the
prototype during the photo walk task. We saw this reflected
in a number of ways: first, remote participants would look
around independently, initiating conversation about topics
and objects in the scene (i.e. rather than respond to a view
directed by the local participant); second, remote participants
would actively help look for landmarks when the local
participant was confused or could not locate them
him/herself; third, remote participants would watch their
partner’s actions, providing assistive guidance where
necessary, and fourth, remote participants would frequently
describe the visual context of a target image, rather than
strictly features of the target image.
Looking Around Freely

Based on prior research on mobile video chat, we know that
the remote participant’s view is strictly dictated by the
camera work of the local participant [20,38]. In contrast, we
saw that remote participants would freely manipulate this
view independently. While remote participants generally
stayed on task by strictly looking at what the local participant
was looking at, there were also many instances when doing
so was not important, for example, when the local participant
was moving from one landmark to another. During these
times, we observed remote participants looking around the
environment—sometimes at objects of interest, and other
times at people. This would sometimes lead to interactions
that were initiated strictly by the remote participant about
something that s/he had seen. Thus, the 360° camera
combined with the independent view controls gives the
remote participant the ability and agency to direct the
attention of the local participant—an important role reversal
from observations of mobile video chat [20,38].
Group 12 has just completed the last photo walk photo, and are
walking back to the lab. The remote participant in this group
knows campus well, and as the local participant passes by a
shuttered storefront, the remote participant remarks, “Wow.”
When the local participant asks what he’s talking about, the
remote participant directs the local participant to look at the
shuttered storefront, talking about its history, and how sad that it
is now closed.
Group 10 is walking between landmarks. While conversation has
been ongoing about how to get to the landmark, the remote
participant suddenly notices a passerby and remarks, “Oh! I think
I know that girl.” As the local participant continues moving on, the
remote participant pans the 360° camera to keep watching the

passerby who is walking in the opposite direction of the local
participant.
Looking to Help the Local Participant

Previous authors have noted that in mobile video chat, the
onus is on the local participant to find objects/landmarks, and
frame them for the remote participant [30,20,38]. In contrast,
we observed remote participants taking on some
responsibility for helping to find landmarks in the photo walk
task—particularly when the local participant was lost or
uncertain of where to go. This was particularly notable (and
in many cases, necessary) for Landmarks 4 and 5, where both
landmarks are not “forward visible” as the local participant
walks. In almost every case, the local participant walked past
the landmark, requiring intervention from the remote
participant to help find the landmark. What we see from these
instances is that the remote participant, given this power to
explore the environment, now also shares some
responsibility for finding landmarks—it is not the sole
responsibility of the local participant.
Group 1 has walked past Landmark 4, and both participants are
confused: the remote participant is sure the local participant has
walked past the landmark based on the map. The remote
participant directs the local participant to stop. At this point, the
remote participant begins looking around herself, and in the
distance, she spots what might be the landmark, “Wait, is that it?”
She directs the local participant toward what ends up being the
landmark.
Watching the Local Participant’s Actions

Researchers have suggested that a major problem with
mobile video chat is that it can be difficult to understand what
the local participant is doing with his/her hands (without
explicitly pointing the camera in this way) [30]. In contrast,
because of the way our 360° prototype was positioned (atop
a monopod affixed to the local participant’s backpack), our
prototype provided a third-person perspective on the partner.
Remote participants made use of this as a resource when
local participants were taking photos—watching how they
were oriented to and in relation to the landmarks, and
sometimes offering advice on how to reposition the camera
based on what they could see in the camera screen. Using this
view of the local participant, the remote participants could
direct action on a moment-to-moment basis:
Group 4 is trying to take a picture of Landmark 4. The remote
participant is having a difficult time explaining how the camera
should be located and oriented in the scene. As the local
participant attempts to decipher his instructions, she moves the
camera slowly in space. The remote participant is watching her
actions carefully, responding verbally to each of the movements
she makes: “So [the] left side of the camera should be touching
the white part of the wall, and then… Yeah… Yeah, kind of like…
Only touch the left side of the wall.”
Visual Context as a Resource

Remote participants with the 360° camera prototype
frequently described the target landmark within the visual
context of what they were seeing as the local participant got
closer. This happened because the remote person could

actually see a wider range of visual context given the 360°
view. This made the task easier for the local participant
because as the remote participant could describe the context,
where the pair built a shared understanding of what made up
the visual context. Thus, specifying a particular target of
interest becomes straightforward. In the following vignette,
the remote participant identifies a feature of the target that
distinguishes it from other similar targets:
Group 1 is attempting to take the photo for Landmark 5.
Landmark 5 is made up of a set of 8 frames of pictures, arranged
in an irregular grid. The remote participant, in describing which
frame should be captured, describes the target: “It’s the picture
with the square in it.” This is a distinguishing feature, as other
pictures have other shapes.

This visual context provides a framing function as well—
beyond simply describing what the target photo includes, the
remote participant can use the description to articulate what
aspects of the scene should be outside the photo.
Group 11 has arrived at Landmark 4, where the target image is of
an abstract painting that is part of a set of three similar paintings.
The remote participant asks the local participant to stop moving
while she compares the target image to each of the three
paintings. She directs the local participant to the middle painting,
“Oh! It’s the middle one with the bowling pin.” She then further
directs the local participant to not capture any of the other two
other paintings in the photo.

Beyond using the framing technique to describe what was
outside of the photo, remote participants also used this
framing mechanic to describe what should be in the photo.
Here, the participants would describe the target photos as
frame, and describe what parts of the landmark should fit
within the photo.
The remote participant in Group 6 is describing how to take a
picture of Landmark 3, which is a display case. He bases his
description strictly on the corners/interior of the frames on the
target image: “The map will be in the picture. The top left is the
map, and in the bottom right you’ll have the text …”

The visual context also served as a common resource when
the remote participant was navigating the local participant to
the next landmark. Several times, remote participants would
simply direct the local participant to go towards a sign, or to
follow a passerby headed in the same direction. In these
cases, rather than directing the local participant on a
moment-to-moment basis, the remote participant is
essentially deferring the navigation task to the local
participant via an external (common) reference. By doing so,
the remote participant frees him/herself of the obligation to
navigate the local participant. The remote participant is able
to do this here because s/he has independent access to a wide
visual field of view. In contrast, with a conventional mobile
video chat, a remote user would not be able to see what
landmarks are available without asking the local user to
move the camera.

Challenges with 360° Chat

We observed that remote participants had challenges
communicating to the local participants how the camera
should be oriented to take the photo of the landmark. We see
four principal reasons for these difficulties: first,
participants’ views were decoupled—the remote
participant’s view was independent of the local participant,
thus participants frequently needed to re-orient themselves
during
photo-taking;
second,
communicating
unambiguously orientation was challenging as directional
terms were overloaded, and finally, remote participants
could not use gestures or rehearsal mechanics to
communicate. These findings extend previous findings on
mobile video chat [20,24,30,36] by explaining how they
manifested in the 360° videochat scenario.
The Trouble with Decoupled Perspectives

With conventional mobile video chat, the local participant
has a clear mental model of what the remote participant sees
(since the local participant is directing the view and holding
the camera in front of them with the viewfinder visible).
Thus, when an object is in view, it is straightforward to
understand what is being shown and discussed [20,30]. In
contrast, because the 360° camera allows gives the remote
participant the freedom to explore the environment, at any
moment, participants could be looking in completely
different directions. This decoupled perspective caused some
problems, as one participant might reference something in
the scene that was not visible to the other. Generally, remote
participants understood what the local participant was
looking at and could see: the local participant’s hands and
head were in view, and when the local participant was
moving, the implicit motion provided a nominal, clear
“forward” orientation. However, the local participant had no
way of determining what the remote participant was looking
at. Thus, the local participant might make reference to
something in the immediate vicinity that required reorientation by the remote participant:
Sometimes it was also difficult when [my partner] asked whether
I could see “what was in front of him”. Since I could move my
video around whenever I wanted, I sometimes lost sense of which
way was “front”. [G10-remote]

Consequently, most remote participants kept the orientation
of their view fairly closely aligned with the “forward” view,
as they recognized not doing so would cause difficulty:
“It was important to see what she was looking at. I wanted to keep
it the same as her view so as to not be incongruent with [the local
participant’s] view.” [G1-remote]
Communicating Orientation is Ambiguous

To locate and orient the camera properly for the photo,
participants needed to verbally coordinate the local
participant’s actions with instructions from the remote
participant (and clarifying questions from the local
participant). This was problematic, and we observed this
problem most acutely on Landmark 4, where the target image
was both abstract and taken from an extreme angle. Remote

participants simply lacked the resources (e.g. vocabulary,
visual cues, etc.) to clarify what was needed.
The following vignette is representative of how many remote
participants struggled with communicating orientation
unambiguously. Here, we noticed the remote participant’s
instructions about how to position the camera conflated with
how to angle the camera. These participants needed to
“restart” the instructions several times before the photo was
taken. Throughout the interaction, the remote participant
continually dragging the tablet view between looking down
at what the local participant is doing and back upwards at the
painting.
Group 4 has reached Landmark 4. The remote participant tells
the local participant to “Take the picture from the bottom left
corner.” As the local participant starts to take the picture, the
remote participant realizes the photo will be taken straight-on, and
tries to correct the angle of the photo by saying, “Take a picture
up.” The local participant points the camera straight up, rather
than pitching the camera upward as the remote participant
intended. They go back and forth three times as the remote
participant tries to clarify how the photo should be taken. Both are
frustrated.

Overloaded Terminology. One reason why communicating
orientation was challenging was because participants lacked
a precise vocabulary for articulating their ideas. Although a
precise vocabulary exists (pitch, roll, yaw), these are not part
of everyday vocabulary; instead, participants generally used
familiar words and phrases drawn from our interaction with
static 2D photos: up, down, left, right. Unfortunately, these
carry multiple interpretations depending on whether one is
thinking about location of oneself, location of the camera, or
pitch. For instance, we observed many remote participants
use the phrase, “Go back,” and have the instruction
misinterpreted. Based on our observations, we counted no
fewer than four different meanings for what “back” referred
to: “Turn around” (i.e. turn the camera view around), “Turn
around and walk backwards from where you have just
walked”, “Take a step backwards”, or “Go to your original
location.” Yet, the specific intention was frequently unclear
to local participant; instead, it needed to be clarified with
additional verbal exchanges.
Lost Resources: Gestures and Rehearsals

In a collocated setting, ambiguities around orientation and
perspective could be easily resolved with a number of
common approaches: one could physically position his/her
partner in place, one could point to the target, or one could
demonstrate how to achieve the angle, among others. In
contrast, we noted that these common resources were not
available to our participants.
Remote Gestures. Remote participants were active as they
provided instructions to local participants, many gesturing in
ways to emphasize their words or to point out objects in the
world that the photos should be taken in relation to. Figure 4
(left) illustrates one such sequence: “Turn around, and take
the photo diagonally in this direction [as he gestures]...”

Figure 4. (Left) Communicative gestures made by remote
participants were lost. (Right) The remote participant
mimicks the target image (on the table) with her tablet as
she tries to explain to her partner how to orient the photo.

Figure 5. Using the gyroscope control made it difficult to
use external resources, where they would be left on the
table (left), or balanced onto one’s lap (right).

[G12-Remote] Here, not only is the hand gesture not
communicated to the local participant (and therefore lost),
the actual intention of the verbal instruction is lost, too.
While it was clear to all participants that these kinds of
gestures would not be seen by the local participant, we
nevertheless saw many instances of these kinds of gestures
being produced by remote participants. The production of the
gesture is closely timed with speech, and furthermore, some
participants would hold the gestures in space—not because
it would become clearer to the local participant—but rather
to hold it as if to try to generate another verbal description of
what they intended to say.
Rehearsal. In a collocated setting, a person would likely
simply demonstrate the correct position and posture with a
set of physical movements so the other person would be able
to follow along. We observed that remote participants would
do something similar—for instance, by re-orienting their
own view (from the tablet) to mimic the reference image—
however, it was not clear who this action was for:
Group 1 has arrived at Landmark 2. Unlike the first landmark, this
photo needs to be taken at an angle to capture the length of the
hallway. As the remote participant describes how the local
participant should take the photo, the remote participant
repositions her own view from the 360° camera so that the tablet
view looks like the reference image (Figure 4, right). almost
exactly—much like a demonstration or a rehearsal. From here, the
remote participant spends some considerable time trying to
describe how the picture should be taken based on the actions
she took to manipulate her tablet. Throughout the interaction, she
moves between looking at her own version of the target image,

and back downwards so she can see what the local participant
is doing with respect to his location and the orientation of his
camera.

We call this behavior rehearsal as it seems to be similar to a
demonstration; however, the movement and posture is not
for the benefit of the local participant. Rather, the primary
purpose seems to be for the remote participant. The inability
the local participant to see what the remote participant was
looking at prevented this simple interactional resource from
being used effectively.
Practicalities of 360° Viewing

At the outset of the study, we were interested in how
participants would make use of the touch interface vs. the
immersive gyroscope interface. Yet, only 2 of the 16 remote
participants actively made use of the gyroscope interface;
instead, most preferred the touch-based interface (though
occasionally might make use of the gyroscope, though rarely
for large movements). Participants reported preferring the
Touch-based interface because it was either more
comfortable or convenient. This is perhaps consistent with
our general experience of using a tablet (where motion is not
a normal part of interacting with a tablet).
We noted that participants using the gyroscope interface had
difficulties using external resources, as it was unclear where
to put these between looking around and providing
instructions.
Participant 4, the Group 2 remote participant, is using the
gyroscope interface. To match the local participant’s “forward”
view, he needs to be oriented away from the table (Figure 5, left).
As the local participant reaches the Landmark, the remote
participant realizes the instructions are on the coffee table. He
spins his chair around to get the instructions, and then awkwardly
holds them as he spins his chair back, re-orienting the tablet to
see what the local participant is looking at.

Holding the instructions was no more comfortable.
Participant 24 (the remote participant from group 12) is seen
in Figure 5 (right) trying to balance these instructions on his
lap and arm as he provides instructions to his partner.
Summary of Findings

Our study provides the first findings on the impact of 360°
cameras on remote video collaboration. Our prototype
system enables view independence, which provided three
main benefits over conventional video chat:
1. Remote users can look and explore the environment
independently, which better allows them to focus on tasks
rather than coordination.
2. Remote participants can complete tasks without direct
assistance of the local participant, and can better assist
local participants with their tasks.
3. Because the remote user can better build an
understanding of the environment, they can assist the
local participant with navigation tasks.
However, this view independence also introduces three main
challenges that can make collaborations awkward:

1. Without cues to indicate where the other collaborator is
currently looking, participants had to use complex verbal
negotiations to orient themselves.
2. Verbal communications could lose context when a
collaborator did not share the same view.
3. Local participants missed gestures produced by the
remote participants, which caused confusion.
DISCUSSION AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR DESIGN

The 360° camera view opens up new opportunities for a user
to engage with the remote scene: our study demonstrated that
our remote participants actively explored the scene without
mediation from the local participant. This changes the
balance of control from conventional video chat scenarios,
where the local user mediates the remote user’s access to the
scene via explicit camera control (e.g. [30,20,38]). Our
approach here is similar to several prior works that affix a
camera to a local user, but do not require explicit manual
control (e.g. [28,21,24]). In following with the line of current
research exploring mobile video chat, we focused
specifically on collaboration issues as they relate to
providing navigation and orientation cues to the local user
(e.g. [20,38,22,23,9,24]). Aligned with this prior work, we
noted that using the video link to help the local user to
navigate the environment, or to provide direction and
perspective information was extremely challenging. This is
important in many scenarios when trying to remotely direct
a person’s visual attention—for instance in a remote tour of
a building. While people use static visual objects as resources
for communication (e.g. “Go closer to the blue object”) [7],
they cannot rely on these objects to be good visual resources
when there is a lot of camera movement, or the objects are
abstract. Thus, we argue that we need to restore some of
communication resources that we use in everyday life, such
as knowing where someone is looking, or conversational
gestures. While these issues have been raised before in prior
VMC literature, the way in which it manifests is somewhat
unique in the 360° context, as local participant experiences
the world in an unmediated way in contrast to the remote
participant.
Design Opportunity: Bi-directional Gaze Awareness. While
our prototype gave remote participants the ability to see
where the local participant was looking, this was insufficient
in two ways: first, the remote participant would only know
what the local participant was seeing if s/he could see the
local participant’s head; second, the local participant had no
way of knowing what the remote participant was looking at.
The design opportunity here is to provide some mechanism
to restore this gaze awareness in both directions. For the
remote participant, for example, it might be useful to see an
overview of the entirety of the captured space (e.g. as a radar
view [13]), along with a clear indication of which way the
local participant was facing. This would give awareness
when the remote participant was not facing the same
direction as the local participant. Similarly, the local
participant needs to be provided with some way of
understanding where the remote participant is looking. There

may be, for instance, ways of representing this gaze
information through head-mounted AR. We have begun to
see some early attempts to represent this information visually
(e.g. [41,29]), and we need to consider how to evolve these
for mobile platforms.
Design Opportunity: Representing Remote Gestures.
Similarly, remote participants used hand gestures—even
though these hand gestures were not visible to the other
participant. For instance, we observed conversational
gestures (e.g. Figure 4, left) that were lost, though more
importantly, we observed “rehearsals” of physical
movements that would be more useful as “demonstrations”
of certain physical movements (e.g. twisting one’s hand in a
certain way to demonstrate a pitch vs. a yaw movement).
Providing a mechanism to capture and view these gestures
would be useful. We have seen steps towards this idea: [40]
allows remote users to point (via a 3D telepointer) to objects
in the environment; others have explored how to annotate the
remote environment [12,25,9], and more recent approaches
actually capture a remote user’s hand gestures and visualize
these (typically with a head mounted display) for the local
user (e.g. [3,4]). Restoring these communicative tools will
help make interaction in mobile video chat smoother.
Design Opportunity: Additional Visual Context in Mobile
Video Chat. Our 360° prototype gave the remote participant
the ability to see the local participant’s body, and the most
useful benefit of this design was that remote participants
could see what the local participant was doing with his/her
hands. This gave the remote participants the ability to correct
actions mid-stream if it was appropriate. This is likely to be
useful in a whole range of future applications of mobile video
chat—for instance, in remote assistance and remote repair
tasks (e.g. [12,40]). While this result is perhaps unsurprising
given prior work (e.g. [10]), designing for this kind of
visibility in a workspace is even more important in mobile
video chat contexts, as the workspace is not fixed as in prior
work (e.g. [13]).
The wide visual context provided by the 360° was useful for
remote participants: it gave them the autonomy to explore the
environment themselves, as well as to provide direction and
help to the local participant. Even if 360° video is not used
all the time, it seems clear that this additional visual context
(i.e. beyond the field of view of a conventional video camera)
is useful for mobile video chat. Designers of mobile video
chat systems should consider how adding a wider lens or
additional cameras can be used to augment mobile video
chat.
360° Chat Creates New Asymmetries. Controlling a
telepresence robot might afford the same kind of freedom to
navigate and explore the local scene as we saw with the 360°
prototype. Where the two experiences differ is that
navigating a telepresence robot around obstacles is a nontrivial activity that demands attention and up-to-the-moment
awareness of the environment [36,39]. In contrast, the 360°
prototype was affixed to the local participant, thus obviating

the need to navigate the environment. This is reminiscent of
the approach in [24,28], where the remote participant is freed
from the moment-to-moment challenges of navigating an
environment.
Yet, this freedom was balanced by frustration of remote
participants when something s/he was looking at went out of
view (due to the local participant’s movement). This is more
likely now (than with a standard mobile video chat) because
the remote user has freedom to explore and find things of
interest him/her-self. We saw this play out with the ad hoc
tasks, where generally remote users would complete these
tasks on their own, but that in a rare minority of cases, the
local user had kept moving, compromising the remote user’s
view of the scene.
Thus, our prototype changes a remote user’s relationship
with the environment compared to a conventional mobile
video chat: with a standard mobile video chat, the issue is
that remote user cannot see enough, whereas with this
prototype, the remote user cannot move enough (i.e. they
depend on the local user to move for them). The location of
the camera still remains a monopoly of the local user.
Head-Tracked Displays for 360° Video Chat. Following
Kasahara et al. [23,22], our early prototypes outfitted remote
participants with a head-tracked display. The challenge with
this approach was that the cost of exploring the environment
(moving one’s head) was very high; in contrast, the tablet
interface allowed users to explore the scene quickly (via
dragging). Further study is required to determine the tradeoffs between head-tracked displays and tablets for 360°
mobile video chat.
CONCLUSIONS

Many of the challenges we discuss in this paper have been
identified by earlier video media space research (e.g.
[32,13]). Yet, addressing these challenges in a mobile video
chat scenario demands new types of solutions—in part
because we cannot control the environment in the same way
as in controlled video media spaces (e.g. [32,33]), but also
because there may be opportunities to find solutions that can
fit aboard commodity hardware and tools (e.g. mobile
augmented reality). Our 360° video chat prototype addresses
a recent interest in designing tools that allow us to immerse
ourselves in places, environments and activities that are not
within our physical reach. Based on the findings of our study,
we outline how capturing and communicating gesture and
gaze information can make collaborative experiences with
mobile video chat more effective and enjoyable.
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